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The splicing of nuclear pre-mRNAs is a fundamental process required for the expression of most metazoan genes. The majority of the approximately 25,000 genes encoded by the human genome has been shown to produce more than one kind of transcripts through alternative splicing. Alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs can lead to the production of multiple protein isoforms from a single gene, significantly enriching the proteomic diversity of higher eukaryotic organisms. Because regulation of this process determines the timing and location that a particular protein isoform is produced, changes of alternative splicing patterns have the potential to modulate many cellular activities. Consequently, pre-mRNA splicing must occur with a high degree of specificity and fidelity to ensure the appropriate expression of functional mRNAs. Here we review recent progress made in understanding the extent of alternative splicing within the human genome with particular emphasis on splicing fidelity.

Alternative splicing

A critical step in pre-mRNA splicing is the recognition and correct pairing of 5' and 3' splice sites. While the 5' splice site junction is defined by a single element of 9 conserved nucleotides, the 3' splice site is defined by three sequence elements usually located within 40 nts upstream of the 3' intron/exon junction. Given the complexity of higher eukaryotic genes and the relatively low level of splice-site conservation, it is not surprising that many alternative splicing events accompany the processing of pre-mRNAs, regardless of their function. Predominant types of alternative splicing include exon skipping, alternative splice-site activation, intron retention, and mutually exclusive splicing (Fig. 1). In addition, it is known that minor perturbations of the template sequence such as single base mutations can frequently lead to alternative splicing. To ensure the quality of mRNA isoforms and their resulting protein products, several RNA quality control steps are implemented either pre- or co-translationally to degrade mRNA molecules or prevent them from engaging in protein synthesis (Fig. 2). These include nonsense-mediated decay (NMD), non-stop decay (NSD), no-go decay (NGD), or the rapid mammalian deadenylation-dependent decay pathway.

The widespread generation of alternative mRNA isoforms has evoked a debate whether the majority of mRNA isoforms are generated by mistake or with a biological purpose.
Biological functions for mRNA isoforms have been demonstrated in a number of cases studied. Yet, it is also likely that a significant fraction of mRNA isoforms is translated without an obvious biological function. Thus, increased proteomic output through alternative splicing may come at the cost of periodically generating isoforms that initially do not have biological functions in the cell. However, reducing the fidelity of the spliceosome to increase proteome diversification could be problematic, as there are housekeeping processes that cannot afford decreased levels of certain gene products. These considerations raise the question how the splicing machinery has evolved to balance high fidelity and an apparent promiscuity during intron removal.

Defining erroneous splicing

When evaluating the fidelity of the splicing reaction one is initially faced with the challenge of defining what constitutes a splicing error. Unlike the processes of RNA transcription or translation where incorporation of nucleotides or tRNAs is template-directed, intron removal depends on binding affinities between the pre-mRNA and components of the splicing machinery and the catalytic steps following initial splice site pairing. Once the spliceosome has assembled around a pair of splice sites, multiple structural rearrangements and quality control steps take place to ensure that the correct nucleotides defining the exon/intron boundary are selected for the ensuing phosphodiester transfer reactions. Recent experiments have demonstrated that spliceosomal rearrangement steps that incorporate proofreading mechanisms guarantee high fidelity of spliceosomal catalysis. However, no such mechanisms are known as of yet for splice site pairing. Therefore, it is difficult to categorize an alternatively spliced mRNA isoform as a consequence of functional alternative splicing or erroneous alternative splicing. Such a classification may be more straightforward if the biological consequence of alternative splicing is taken into account. Here we define functional alternative splicing as alternative splicing events that generate products with biological functions and erroneous splicing events as those that do not (Fig. 2).

In several documented cases, erroneous alternative splicing causes disease. One striking example is the alternatively spliced exon 10 of the microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) gene. In normal cells, the ratio of exon 10-included and exon 10–excluded mRNAs is close to 1:1. Mutations within or downstream of exon 10 disrupt splicing regulatory elements and perturb the well-maintained balance between these two isoforms, resulting in the neuropathological disorder Frontotemporal Dementia. Thus, erroneous alternative splicing events include those caused by mutations in the pre-mRNA templates. Because functional alternative splicing events are often characterized by high relative abundance, tissue specificity and conservation, we will also refer to erroneous alternative splicing as events that are of low abundance, that do not exhibit tissue- or developmental-specific regulation, and that are not conserved among closely related species.

The frequency of erroneous splice site pairing

Based on the above criteria, we recently selected two highly conserved human genes (UBA52 and RPL23) as a gold standard for constitutive splicing. Any splice pattern that deviated from the only annotated, constitutively spliced mRNA sequence was considered an outcome of erroneous splice site pairing. Using quantitative real-time PCR, we showed that signals for all possible exon skipping mRNA isoforms could be detected, however, at significantly reduced levels. The lowest error rate of splice site pairing measured was around one per 10⁵ splicing events. These observations provided the foundation for several conclusions and suggestions. First, they showed that the process of splice-site pairing is an extremely high fidelity process. This conclusion implies that the high levels of alternative splicing detected in higher eukaryotes are the result of splice sites that have evolved to offer
a weak binding potential for components of the spliceosome. Second, the results suggested that the accuracy of splice-site pairing is limited by the fidelity of transcription. It is known that the transcription machinery makes a mistake once in every $10^3$–$10^5$ nucleotide insertion step, even with documented proofreading. With such a high fidelity, transcription of constitutively spliced genes such as UBA52 or RPL23 generates nucleotide mis-incorporations in a very small fraction of pre-mRNA copies. Analogous to disease-causing mutations, the resulting pre-mRNA then contains at least one nucleotide difference that can trigger erroneous pre-mRNA splicing such as exon skipping. Further support for the idea that the error rate of splice site pairing is limited by the fidelity of transcription comes from recent experiments designed to knock down TFIIS, an elongation factor known to be involved in proofreading nucleotide insertion during transcription. As expected from the idea that transcription and splicing errors are directly connected, reduction of cellular TFIIS levels through siRNA increased the error rate of splice site pairing (Fig. 3). Irrespective of the frequency, some mistakes will occur during the synthesis of pre-mRNAs, once in a while causing alternative splicing of the transcript. These considerations argue strongly that every multi-intron containing gene, including constitutively spliced genes such as UBA52 and RPL23, will exhibit some level of alternative splicing, albeit with drastically different efficiencies.

The extent of alternative splicing measured through high-throughput sequencing of the human transcriptome

Throughout the years new experimental methodologies have offered solutions to advance our knowledge of the extent of alternative splicing. For example, direct cloning and sequencing in combination with genomic sequence analysis of *Drosophila Dscam* and *N-Cadherin* molecules identified and confirmed the expression of many previous unknown mRNA isoforms. Nevertheless, this approach is labor-intensive and could not be applied to the genome-wide scale. Alternative high throughput methodologies such as microarrays designed to detect genome-wide alternative splicing suffer from incomplete lists of all plausible splice junctions, non-specific hybridization of probes with the cDNA, and the inability to provide absolute quantitative information. Lately, the rapid development of high-throughput sequencing technologies is coming to fruition and permits re-examining the human transcriptome with deep coverage at a reasonable price. The advantages of the high-throughput sequencing technologies include the ability to generate an enormous set of sequencing data within a short period of time, with a high read coverage, with quantifiable expression levels, and with no requirement for prior knowledge of potential splicing junctions.

The extent of alternative splicing in the human genome has recently been analyzed in several different laboratories using these high-throughput sequencing approaches. After applying appropriate computational tools, the high-throughput sequencing analyses demonstrated that alternative splicing occurs in as high as ~98% of human multi-exon genes, which account for 94% of all human genes. Pan et al showed that the median number of alternative splicing events per exon is between 0.5 and 0.75 for genes with intermediate to high levels of sequence coverage. Based on the average number of exons per multi-exon human gene, this result suggests that there are multiple alternative splicing events per gene, indicating that alternative splicing of human genes is a universal phenomenon. However, it is still unclear whether these mRNA isoforms serve physiological functions in the cell or whether they are just noise caused by erroneous alternative splicing.

What is apparent from these results is that the splicing error and high-throughput sequencing analyses agree in their main conclusion that alternative splicing of multi-exon genes is the rule rather than the exception. Yet, the two approaches differ considerably in their sensitivity...
of detection and in the type of alternative splicing observed. While the real-time PCR permitted detection of very low abundant transcript isoforms, the high-throughput sequencing reactions identified mRNA isoforms of more significant representation. The important challenge now is to determine at which point alternatively spliced mRNA isoforms become biologically important and how the cell deals with the existence of many very low abundance transcripts. Some insights into these questions can be derived from the high-throughput sequencing analysis. Even when considering only alternative splicing events that exceed a frequency of 15%, more than 85% of human genes were estimated to produce significant levels of alternatively spliced isoforms. Furthermore, depending on the type of alternative splicing, up to 74% of events showed variations between tissues, implying tissue-specificity and regulation of alternative splicing. Because these alternative splicing events are reasonably abundant and tissue-specific, it is very likely that they are biologically significant and exert some impact on the cell. The coverage of EST databases is usually lower than what can be derived from high-throughput sequencing reactions. This suggests that mRNA isoforms listed in EST databases are expressed at an appreciable level. If functional alternative splicing events are those of high abundance and with tissue-specific expression patterns, it is therefore likely that many alternative splicing events in EST databases are biologically significant as well.

By contrast, the very low abundance mRNA isoforms, such as those generated through errors during splice-site pairing, may not interfere significantly with cellular processes. In most cases it is anticipated that the activities of mRNA quality control steps, such as NMD, NSD, NGD, and rapid deadenylation-dependent decay, limit the translation of potentially harmful mRNA isoforms. A second layer of control lies in the relative abundance of the mRNA isoforms. Even if some of erroneously spliced mRNA escaped the various quality control surveillance mechanisms, their infrequent occurrence renders them biologically irrelevant.

What do these results suggest for day-to-day RNA processing?

When facing exon/intron boundary sequence elements of high affinity, the splicing machinery is exceedingly accurate in selecting splice junctions, exhibiting error frequencies as low as one per $10^{5}$ splicing events. However, when taking into account the significant sequence variation of splice site signals and the high frequency of splicing in cells, it is anticipated that many erroneously spliced mRNAs are produced. The vast majority of these mis-spliced mRNA will be removed from cells through NMD or similar RNA quality control steps (Fig 2). Given the high energetic cost involved in RNA synthesis, pre-mRNA processing, and mRNA surveillance, one is left wondering why cells permit this seemingly wasteful way of doing business? As is documented by many examples of functional alternative splicing with proven biological impact, the most likely answer to this question is that the low levels of erroneous alternative splicing tolerated provide an evolutionary advantage. Even if the gene product of a lowly expressed erroneous alternative splicing event is harmful to the cell, it is not expected to disrupt the normal biological process because it is masked by highly abundant correctly spliced mRNAs. However, if the gene product of an alternative isoform benefits the survival of an organism, its expression level could be selected for through up-regulation of the alternative splicing event. Through these selection mechanisms, very low abundance transcripts can transition to become minor or even major spliced isoforms with appreciable levels. As such, transcriptional and spliceosomal imperfections could permit diversification of protein functions and adaptation to environmental changes throughout time.
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Figure 1. Major types of alternative splicing
Boxes denote exons and horizontal lines introns. Solid lines above and dashed lines below the gene structure represent different alternative splicing events.
Figure 2. RNA surveillance mechanisms controlling the expression of mRNA isoforms generated through alternative splicing
The majority of pre-mRNA molecules are processed to generate protein isoforms serving diverse cellular functions (functional alternative splicing). Point mutations within the template or mis-regulation of splice site pairing can lead to erroneously spliced mRNA products (erroneous alternative splicing). A small fraction of erroneously spliced mRNAs is translated into a different protein product (bottom left) with the potential to negatively or positively influence cellular functions. The majority of erroneously spliced mRNAs will be the target of RNA surveillance mechanisms such as NMD (triggered by premature stop codons), NSD (lack of stop codon), NGD (ribosome stalling), or the rapid mammalian
deadenylation-dependent decay pathway, resulting in selective degradation of erroneously spliced mRNA isoforms. The thickness of the arrows above and below the pre-mRNA reflects the frequency of these events.
Figure 3. The effect of TFIIS knockdown on the error rate of splice site pairing
The graph depicts the increase in erroneous splice site pairing of the constitutively spliced genes *UBA52* and *RPL23* as a consequence of siRNA-mediated knockdown of TFIIS, a Pol II-associated transcription factor that ensures high fidelity nucleotide insertion during RNA transcription. The y-axis shows the relative increase of splice site pairing errors in TFIIS knockdown experiments over the error rate observed in control siRNA experiments. As confirmed by quantitative real-time PCR and western blot, siRNA treatment reduced TFIIS levels by ~60% (data not shown).